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Increasing the efficiency of coal-fired boilers requires higher operating temperatures and 
pressures, with  material’s reliability extending to such extreme environments. The development 
of Inconel 740H® alloy has been a significant advancement in the field of metallurgy and is 
considered a leading candidate for advanced ultra-supercritical (A-USC) power generation at 
temperatures up to 750°C and pressures up to 35 MPa [1]. Utility boilers are designed for 
extremely long-term use; however, excessive exposure to high temperatures and stresses can lead 
to microstructural instabilities, which can decrease the lifetime of the component or the system. It 
is, therefore, critical to understand the microstructural evolution of this alloy during high 
temperature exposure.   

Inconel 740H® is a precipitation-strengthened Ni-based superalloy. In general, the microstructure 
contains randomly distributed MC (M=Ti, Mo) precipitates, grain boundary carbides (Cr23C6) that 
prevent or decrease grain boundary sliding during creep, and g´-precipitates (Ni3(Al,Ti)) that offer 
increased alloy strength at elevated temperature. The formation of the g´-precipitates results in a 
considerable increase in the stress tolerance of the alloy, as the precipitates act as substitutional 
defects that prevent planar slip in the material. Additionally, the ƞ-phase (Ni3Ti) can form at 
interdendritic regions and grain boundaries during exposure to temperatures between 750 °C and 
850°C and often forms near the MC precipitates, which are a source of Ti during phase 
decomposition [2].  

In order to correlate the microstructure with the alloy’s mechanical properties, which have been 
reported previously [3], electron microscopy was used to evaluate the evolution of the g´-
precipitates, grain boundary phases, grain size and boundary types, fracture surfaces, and other 
microstructural characteristics as a result of long-term exposure to thermal and external stresses. 
In this study, we used scanning electron microscopy (SEM - Hitachi S4800) and scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM - Philips model CM200 equipped with a field emission 
gun (FEG) and X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)). The Inconel 740H® was exposed to 
750°C for 228 and 4864 hr. The representative microstructure of g´ is shown in Figure 1, with 
associated measurements shown in Figure 2. A change in the size and shape of the g´are observed. 
The size of the g´-precipitates increased with exposure of time, from 36 nm (at 228 hr) to 76.8 nm 
after exposure for 4864 hr. The size of the g´ precipitates increased almost 2X but did not change 
after reaching 1833 hr suggesting a stable precipitate size was attained. For shorter exposure times, 
spherical g´formed, while after 4864 hr the g´ adopted a cuboidal-shape. After longer exposure 
times grain boundary carbides clearly developed, as shown in Figure 3 and EDS analysis 
confirmed Cr-enrichment supporting the formation of Cr23C6. Future work will evaluate the effect 
of stress and joining processes on the lifetime of Inconel 740H®.  
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Figure 3. HAADF-STEM image showing grain 
boundary phases formed in Inconel 740H®  after 
4864 hr exposure at 750°C. EDS confirms Cr23C6. 

Figure 2. g´ precipitate sizes measured 
from sections taken from thermally 
aged Inconel 740H® specimens after 
testing at 750°C. Box represents g´sizes 
falling within the 25–75% percentiles of 
measurements; bars indicate range of 
g´size distributions. Horizontal line 
inside box is mean value as labeled for 
each condition. 
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Figure 1. g´ precipitate morphology after exposure at 750°C for a) 228 hr (TEM image) and b) 4864 hr 
(high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM image) in Inconel 740H®.  


